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Hi there.
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Welcome to this short session on chargeable
events particularly who is liable for
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the tax when the bonds under trust. The
information in this short event is
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accurate as at the date you'll see in
the important information below.
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My name's Les Cameron, I'm Head of
Technical here at Prudential and I'll take you
through
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everything you need to know about identifying
who has the liability
for taxation
when there's a chargeable
event under trust
Now, for taxation of bonds held under trust
there's only two types of
trust in tax terms.
You've got bare or absolute trusts and
then you've got all the other ones like
discretionary trusts or interest
in possession trusts
So the liability where the trust is bare.
This depends like so much in the
tax system it depends on stuff sometimes.
This depends on whether it's a discounted gift
trust or a standard trust.
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Look at standard first
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relatively straightforward.
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Generally speaking with a bare or absolute
trust if there is a chargeable event
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the beneficiary is liable for the taxation.
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There is a quirk though, the
parental settlement rule can apply
so if the parent was the settlor of the trust and
the gains
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over 100 pounds then it would be the settlor
or the parent who was liable for
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the taxation.
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Discounted gift, I'm just going to explain the
issues to you.
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I've got some support material I'll cover
later which goes into it in a lot more
detail. Broadly speaking follows the same,
generally, the beneficiary who is liable.
However there are scenarios where the settlor
could be liable.
It depends on the chargeable event,
what triggered the chargeable event.
Was it a withdrawal to meet a settlor payment
or a beneficiary payment.
But there's more detail in the resources
and I won't go into any more just now.
Now we have all other trusts, who is liable.
If it's not a bare trust.
If it's a discretionary trust or an interest
in possession trust et cetera et cetera.
Well it can either be the settlor
trustees or the beneficiary. I'll start

the

with settlor.
You'll see a little asterisk there.
That's because of the dead settlor rule that's a
quirk and only applies to trusts that were
set up pre March 98 and the settlor also died
pre March 98.
So just remember March 98 point probably
unlikely there's gonna be any bonds held in
trust in 2020 now that have been on the go
where the settlor died pre March 98, but just
something to bear in mind in
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case it comes up.
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Generally speaking the dead settlor rule
does not apply.
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So here's a question in the tax year of
chargeable event was the settlor UK
resident and alive.
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Remember this is in the tax year
the chargeable event happens
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if the answer to both of those questions
is yes then the settlor is liable if
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the answer is No.
Then you look at the trustees.
If it's UK resident trustees then the trustees
are liable for the tax
If you can't find some trustees to tax.
We then look at the beneficiaries any
beneficiary who benefits from the proceeds
that generated the chargeable event.
If they're UK resident then it's the
beneficiary who's gonna be liable for the
chargeable event taxation.
Now there's a quirk and the quirk
is about top slicing
Settlors can top slice.
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That's normal because it's their individual
taxation position. trustees can't top slice
as they're additional rate taxpayers.
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Now in this case beneficiaries
can't top slice.
That's because we're not taxing this on the
beneficiaries individual possession we're
taxing it when it's the charitable event
has happened inside the trust.
So the beneficiaries in this
scenario can't top slice.
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Contrast that with if the bond had
been assigned to the beneficiary
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prior to encashment.
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And then you would have moved over into
individual taxation and top slicing would
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have applied there.
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So this only applies this quirk where the
chargeable event happens inside the trust
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while the trustees are still the owner and
that's everything you need to know about
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the taxation of chargeable events in trusts.
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I did promise support material
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Our Pruadviser website has lots of technical
information for you and PDFs.
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This is just four of the things
related to today's topic.
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There's a UK bond and an offshore bond
taxation article and this gives you a lot of
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information about chargeable events
including where a trust is involved.
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Remember I said the absolute or bare
discounted gift trust was a bit quirky all
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the quirks and what you need to know
is in our technical center page,
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called what is a discounted gift trust.
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Then finally we've got a PDF called important
information about trusts.
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If you have a look at number four there
it says who's assessed for the tax in
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a chargeable event gain on a bond in trust.
And if you click through there
it's an interactive PDF.
You can go through a flow chart asking you
various questions and that will tell you your
answer
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Now.
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Thanks for your time.
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I hope you found that useful.
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If you would like any further information
please don't hesitate to contact your usual
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Prudential account manager.
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Alternatively you can check out the
technical section of our knowledge
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center on pruadviser.co.uk.
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Thanks for listening.

